
InTroDUcTIon

climbing up the minaret of the Il-Khānid mosque in oshtorjān, a small 
town near Isfahan the origin of whose name is lost in ancient history,1 one of 
the two local children accompanying me while I was taking pictures of the 
dome asked me with a scornful smile, ‘What is the point of taking pictures 
of this ruined building (kharābah)?’2 He wanted me to photograph some-
thing worthwhile, to take pictures of the farms and gardens stretching across 
the skirt of mountains surrounding the town. Instead of taking the trouble 
to explain, because of his childish comments and self-confidence I replied 
with the same look and smile. lack of education was the first explanation 
that crossed my mind for his ignorance of history and heritage, in this case 
ignorance not just of distant ideas found only in books but also of the treas-
ure that lay on his own doorstep.

nevertheless, while lack of education has its place here, the gap between 
our two mutually derisive smiles, between an academic’s view from his ivory 
tower – here, ironically, a brick minaret – and a child’s perspective, raises 
deeper concerns about the place of history in Iranian culture. More than 
simply a gap between two people, it is comparable to the various ruptures 
between a puritan Muslim and a nationalist concerned with a country’s her-
itage, between the pragmatic view of a normal citizen and the supposedly 
sentimentalist curiosity of an academic, and, finally, between a modern-
ist and a traditionalist whose historical tendencies are viewed as backward. 
While this kind of philosophical questioning may appear comparatively 
futile to many architectural historians who ‘prefer to get on with the real 
job’3 and to search for historically ‘objective’ accounts, within the Iranian 
context the search for a method which finds a solution by transforming these 
‘why’ questions into ‘how’ questions is an indispensable effort to bridge this 
gap. The questions, method and structure of this book have crystallised in 
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the process of looking for answers to the interrogative ‘How’: ‘How should 
we approach Iranian architectural historiography?’

Generally speaking, there are two opposing tendencies in the architectural 
historiography of Iran. on the one hand, there are ‘objective’ accounts of 
buildings, bound to archaeological findings with a common methodology 
of examining similarities and differences, which eventually arrive at ‘causal’ 
or ‘evolutionary’ explanations on a larger scale. Aiming to be empirical, 
and discouraged by the postmodern rejection of generalisations, the only 
transcendental categories they embrace in these studies are either formal 
classifications or borrowed concepts of dynastic or provincial divisions. Few 
and far between, a fact which in itself weakens any further analysis, their 
rejection of theoretical frameworks leaves these studies in a void, without 
any sensible connection to the sociopolitical and ontological life of the 
culture.

on the other hand, there are studies that use modern, invented terms like 
‘Islamic’, ‘Iranian’, ‘eastern’ or ‘traditional’ to frame Iranian architecture as 
the object of anachronistic concepts. Born out of a need for cultural defini-
tion in the steadily changing course of modernism, these plastic abstractions 
are the result of reactionary responses and quick and simple self-definitions 
rather than positive engagement. They are apparently the only possible 
response to changes so extreme it is impossible to grasp any sense of them. 
As with the first group, these conceptual frameworks fail to construct a basis 
for cultural dialogue with history but in a different way. It is necessary to 
establish a middle ground between these two extreme points, by break-
ing down the abstract totalitarianism of the latter group and by building 
a theoretical bridge by which to link the former group with transcendental 
frameworks for Iranian architectural history. 

The possible functions for such a middle ground will be strategically 
defined with regard to the two mentioned approaches to Iranian archi-
tectural history. The first and foremost function is the ‘formation’ of this 
history, since it is its lack of form – historical form here means some sort 
of conceptual categorisations – which permits intangible generalisations. 
These generalisations, in themselves strategies for a culture that lacks con-
scious self-definition and faces conditions it is unable to wholly interiorise, 
face resistance since any plural classifications are seen as a threat towards 
these artificially homogenised identities. The forms proposed by this middle 
ground are potentially the first step towards changing this reactionary policy 
and moving towards positive interaction with surrounding conditions. A 
second function is to be found in the ability of this historical account to 
form a basis on which to connect micro-scale studies to a higher level of 
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cultural debate. It is here that history, as the stories of the past, and for a cul-
ture fractured between tradition and modernity, transforms into a channel 
for debating contemporary affairs. The postmodern fear of generalisations 
as tools that can be abused by ideology and power must not lead cultural 
historians to ignore the primary issue: that their absence encourages more 
the misconduct of powers and ideologies. nevertheless, the strategic defini-
tion of this middle ground in itself is a situational solution rather than an 
ahistorical method of historical interpretation.

This historical account has two aspects, not necessarily definable in the 
same category. Firstly, a deconstructive method must be employed to show 
the contradictions inside supposedly enclosed abstract identities. In exte-
rior space, it breaks the exclusive lines of separation between the realms of 
those supposed identities, and in interior space it reveals homogeneity as a 
misconception upon which singular identity narrations are based. Since this 
can be seen as an absolute diffusion and endless differentiation, secondly, 
a structural method must be used as a counter-policy in order to localise 
ideas. The quasi-structural methods employed in interior spaces construct 
functional divisions between spatially established identities, while establish-
ing conceptual connections between defined forms and functions which 
surpass particularities. This policy creates stability and duration, as well as 
functional divisions which avoid ahistoricism. The strategy in this interpre-
tation is to propose time as an alternative for space-based definitions which 
tend towards rigidity in history and, concomitantly, to suggest space as an 
alternative to structuralise notions which are lost in time. notably, within 
this context both poststructural critiques of structuralism and so-called 
postmodern theories might be applicable; nevertheless, the situational claim 
of this method avoids accepting or rejecting any of these views exclusively. 

These issues point to the need for a conceptual history, or for theories 
that will lead to this.4 In the case of Iranian culture, its transformation from 
a society based on the unconscious patterns of life – named as tradition 
or possibly as habitus in Bourdieu’s terminology5 – to one which demands 
consciously articulated cultural narrations happened in two ways above all. 
The first way, based on the colonial division between master narrations and 
‘others’ and accepting and re-articulating this otherness, became the tool 
for grasping a self-consciousness. In it, historical material was re-articulated 
in such a way as to fill the vessel of an already built narration based on a 
binary opposition between us and the other, for Iran, mainly as the one who 
cannot possess the master narrations. In many situations, originally negative 
definitions were transformed into a positive otherness in order to construct 
identity. In the second, the forms and attributions of hegemonic culture 
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were juxtaposed in such a way as to refashion culture in line with preferred 
narrations. The absence of parallel sociocultural patterns in the host cul-
ture, in which cultural differences had not been defined, rendered these 
juxtapositions superficial (re)forms and applicable only by means of power. 
These processes have been mentioned not to judge them negatively as a pas-
sive reaction to modern conditions, but to show them as positive responses 
albeit towards frequently unbalanced conditions. While these should not 
be rejected wholeheartedly, new cultural and historical narrations based on 
indigenous notions of difference are needed in order to refashion Iran’s cul-
tural history.

Both endeavours to build different narrations of identity are based on 
relative understandings of the self. Although, as a universal rule, having 
self-understanding depends on a consciously chosen position in regard to 
others, the difference here is between a subject’s ability to hold a position 
or to be positioned. In other words, holding a positive narration of the self 
does not mean the rejection of others and the crafting of an essential defi-
nition of the self, but rather consciously gaining an understanding of the 
nature of this relative identity. It is worth mentioning that relative identity, 
especially when it is based on binary oppositions and supposedly permanent 
spatial positions, is in itself a source of crisis. In this respect, an emphasis 
on relative identity is to first reject essentialism as the main source of funda-
mentalism and also to relativise those relative definitions which are ossified 
in space. In the former case, essentialism, as self-centred identity definition, 
considers the cultural zone as an enclosed space based on interior properties. 
This illusion may be primarily based on a rigid relative definition, like the 
traditional/modern division in Iran. Tradition, connoting roots and being 
at home, while it is considered to be self-sustaining, is based on positions 
or oppositions in regard to others. relativity in itself, while being based on 
the spatial positioning of identity by emphasising the temporality of these 
identities, rejects permanent positions and illusions of independency. Thus, 
this relativity is somewhere between relative, but atemporal, structural iden-
tifications and unrooted and endless differentiations. The middle-ground 
account of history searches for the same characteristics.

 A major challenge for this middle-ground account, in order to take Ira-
nian history out of a dead-end historicity, is to break the insuperable barrier 
of the modern/traditional division. casting its shadow over contemporary 
accounts of Iranian history, whether those of modernists who criticise tra-
dition in favour of their modern accounts or those of traditionalists who 
praise a tradition distinct from alien modernity, this division has created two 
separated territories without any possibility of interaction. Both parties act 
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as puritans: for modernists if there is crisis it is due to remnants of the past; 
for traditionalists it is due to modern corruptions. nevertheless, history 
– not as stories of the past but as the trained patterns of life for a culture – 
cannot be cast away from its contemporary existence. There are a number of 
genuine efforts to break this barrier. For instance, Zarrīn-kūb’s monographs 
on Iranian scholars6 or Bāstānī Pārīzī’s books on different historical themes7 
transform these subjects to existential matters by employing themes of sto-
rytelling for history, and thereby make them the concern of modern people. 
Poststructural methods of reinterpreting historical themes and figures are 
important in breaking this barrier. Dabashi’s deconstructive approach to 
historical themes and figures, for example his re-writing of eyn al-Qozāt’s 
life,8 demonstrates one method for transcending this duality. Yet, especially 
in visual culture, the lack of proper theories has left the ground unprepared 
for the formation of history as a ‘language-game’ which controls time and 
space in modern culture. In the architectural domain, while individual crea-
tivities by practising architects have shown signs of reinterpretation, written 
texts are relatively few and in looking back into history have fallen into the 
traps either of revivalism or of nostalgia.

compared to the work of Dabashi, which uses case studies and implic-
itly deconstructs grand-scale structures, the approach of this book is directly 
concerned with grand-scale narrations themselves. Although poststructural 
critiques of such macro-scale narrations have led to their rejection, emo-
tional reaction has sometimes resulted in their re-appearance in different 
forms or contexts. Political contexts which entrench positions, and occasion-
ally fundamentalism, as a reaction to supposedly post-identity culture have 
urged the cultural historian to re-investigate these structures. In addition, 
to investigate the nature of these grand-scale cultural narrations demands 
the same scale in approach; consequently the accounts in this book have a 
certain level of abstraction. In contrast to the concrete conclusions that can 
be reached in research through case studies, the intended conclusion here is 
to achieve a ‘self-referential’ consciousness of the narrations and frameworks 
through which Iranian culture is represented. Because of this, and taking 
into account postmodern critiques of modernism and structuralism, one 
crucial task of this book is to remain conscious of the risks inherent in this 
level of abstraction and grand-scale philosophising.

In constructing this relative identity, the notion of difference plays a cen-
tral role. Difference, as a tool for spatio-temporal categorisation, can be 
employed in two different contexts: either between cultures, i.e. between 
whatever is considered as the spatial quasi-enclosure of a culture; or, as it 
is in this book, as a tool to designate categories and formal differences in 
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the interior space of Iranian culture. In the former context, ‘difference’ has 
the potential to become a basis for the supposition of intrinsic cultural 
differences divided in distinct geographical zones, which, like colonial his-
tory operates on a power-based bias. By rejecting spatially defined cultural 
zones, as in the Derridean notion of trace, this notion of difference finds 
no ground for application. notably, however, just as much as the clashes 
this notion of difference creates are problematic and must be avoided, so 
too the homogenising of the so-called global space due to the undermining 
of its differences is equally problematic. nevertheless, the notion of differ-
ence can be used as a conceptual apparatus in the Iranian context to create 
lines of categorisation in a history which is lacking form. like Foucault’s 
epistemic division of history, this notion has the potential to create an alter-
native which challenges the monotonous history of the essentialists, as well 
as formless history, as is the Iranian case.

Before discussing the exact notion of difference as it is employed in this 
research, it must be stated that relativity, as crucial as it is in cultural def-
inition, as Bhabha notes, cannot claim total hold in cultural definition.9 
cultural orbits create the illusion of an enclosed space for their members, 
that is to say, rather than encouraging comparison with exterior elements, 
they are produced by the interconnection of the assumed interior elements 
irreducible to the variation of a universal category. Although this interior–
exterior division itself is a power-based division and reductionist in nature, 
it is a sociopolitical reality in the production of meaning. Sharing the same 
history and the enhanced idea of belonging together while separated from 
others by means of power, these are intertextual bases in the production of 
meaning which stand exteriorly outside relative definition.

Difference in its extreme form falls into binary oppositions. While I 
considered the consequences of choosing dualism as the basis of differentia-
tion, as a form of differentiation which might overwhelm small differences, 
dualism nevertheless, was chosen as the pattern by which to conduct this 
research. In order to overcome the problems it faces, concerns must be 
addressed. Postmodernism and postcolonialism both criticise dualism from 
different viewpoints. Postmodernism began with Derrida’s deconstructive 
criticism of dual differentiation in Western thought and his subsequent 
criticism of structuralism and its semiotics, and postcolonialism is criti-
cal of a power-based division between coloniser and colonised, between 
the master narrations and the others. While accepting the legitimacy of 
these critiques, the central issue here is what benefits derive from employ-
ing dualism in an architectural historiography of Iran, and how dualism 
can be used while remaining within the commonly accepted arguments of 
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postmodernism and postcolonialism. Dualism, even though it can be a tool 
for a power-based division between uneven categories and the mainstream 
through which minor differences are undermined, can be useful as a chan-
nel to localise and structuralise ideas, by virtue of its Manichaean clarity 
(not necessarily between negative and positive oppositions but rather in its 
potential to facilitate clear differentiation between two relative identities).

Yet dualism is not a concept newly introduced into modern Iranian cul-
tural definitions. Divisions between traditional and modern, Iranian and 
Western, or Islamic and Iranian have long sustained common frameworks 
of differentiations. While different notions of dualism are intrinsically prob-
lematic, their ‘strategic’ use within this book is intended to break the spatial 
division these established forms of dualism employ. Focusing on their tem-
poral basis as situational categories makes it possible to blur the lines of 
division between them in order to open the field to alternative classifica-
tions. There is, however, little point in deconstructing these already formed 
dualisms if the proposed alternatives also create new geocultural spatial divi-
sions. In order to avoid this problem, the new dualism must not be formed 
between cultures with supposed defined zones. In other words, it must avoid 
any essential interiority. Importantly, while it might position lines of divi-
sion as the border between defined spaces, the suggested dualism must work 
simultaneously as concurrent epistemic divisions within culture. Similar to 
the thesis and antithesis of Hegelian dialectic, this process introduces a ten-
sion which not only deconstructs the illusion of homogeneity but also, as 
existential differentiations, bridges history and its contemporary context. 
It proposes this as the first step in the construction of Iranian history built 
not on mere reproduction of pseudo-platonic ideas or timeless codes and 
images, but from forms and patterns chosen by cultural agencies in order to 
form their physical environment.

Postmodern theories were mainly developed to challenge mainstream 
structuralism. regardless of their nature, it is the tension they have intro-
duced to crystallised ideas, structures and institutions which generates 
conceptual dynamism. It is the divergence between avant-garde and con-
servative intentions – that is to say between structural and deconstructive 
tendencies – which approves the simultaneous presence of both, and does 
not reject one in favour of the other. In the Iranian context, however, 
despite the popularity of contemporary French theories, these ideas lose 
their dialectical values due to weakness or the absence of established struc-
tural approaches. In this context, postmodern deconstructive methods are 
interpreted as destructive and anarchic and rejecting of any constructive 
attempts. The critiques of power-based spatial and organisational structures 
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must not reject the totality of spatial divisions as the tool of regulating social 
time and space. This emphasis on structural approaches does not support 
a defined chronology between schools of thought – that is, that postmod-
ernism must come after established modernism, or poststructuralism after 
structuralism. nevertheless, from a pragmatic viewpoint the universal 
application of ideas in different contexts under the name of Zeitgeist or any 
other title undermines the particularities of each context. As much as the 
architectural historiography of Iran faces the challenge of deconstructing 
problematic narrations, it must also try to construct common structures as 
the site of collective debates.

one strategy by which to suggest dualisms is to insist on the necessity 
of cultural narrations. The postmodern sentiment against transcendental 
categories as means of power ignores the greater danger that other power 
clusters could exploit this vague void deprived of any common structure. 
The research presented in the following pages should not be seen as old-
fashioned in the age of micro-history, for these, even if not problematic, are 
no longer practical. It is noteworthy that the simplicity of fundamentalism 
or any other essentialist rigidity is appropriate to adopt in those contexts 
where differences could not spatially and institutionally take root. The dual-
isms represented here are kinds of alternative spatial divisions, and they are 
also in themselves temporal notions. In this sense, this book, in spite of 
dealing with abstract mega-narrations in architectural debates, does not try 
to propose any different form as a final answer.

one of the most controversial uses of dualism as a tool for investigating 
the nature of the architectural history of Iran arises from the standpoint of 
postcolonialism. Alongside feminist critiques, one of the major themes of 
postcolonial studies, from Said’s Orientalism and Culture and Imperialism 
based on the Foucaultian notion of power to later works of Bhabha and 
Spivak, has been to show a power-based division of dual structures in soci-
ety. The use of dualism in spite of such critiques requires a consciousness 
of the consequential dangers of its employment and of strategies to avoid 
them. occasionally, postcolonial studies falls into a kind of academic ideal-
ism and tries to erase these unjust divisions, while neglecting the existing 
powers active in the formation of other sociopolitical divisions. As an ideal, 
it should stay within the horizons of efforts for a more ‘just’ world – not 
unlike Marxism – but a more realistic option is to find tools for conduct-
ing the streams of power rather than erasing them. For the societies of the 
contemporary global map, the supposed division of those ‘who are’ and 
‘who are not’ is transforming into those ‘who can’ and ‘who cannot’; and 
dualism, as a suitable tool for localising ideas and conducting differences, is 
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a medium to keep those ‘who cannot’ on the map. While the ideals of new 
world orders seem promising, the uneven distribution of their ideals does 
not face up to reality, and transforms the differences into invisibles. In the 
context of the invisibility of those ‘who cannot’, a context in which differ-
ences are simply ignored, the representation of already existing divisions is 
a case of a moral choice.

nevertheless, to avoid the subsequent problem of establishing other 
forms of duality using it as a means of cultural division must be avoided. 
rather than the assumed geocultural positioning of dual differences, dual-
ism should target the form and meaning of differences themselves as the 
simultaneous factors inside cultural phenomena, here the architectural 
history of Iran. Instead of being a voice inside western academia which 
emphasises the moral responsibility of the master towards others, the recon-
struction of dualism permits the other to attain identity consciousness and 
self-referentiality. The formless and identity-less other, as an exterior, is made 
evident through negativity in comparison to master narrations. The same 
has been true of Iranian architecture, an architecture without historiogra-
phy and established theories whose modern articulation as discipline has 
been formed relatively, mainly as a negative differentiation from european 
architecture. The chosen dual differentiations employed in this book aim to 
transform existing dualisms, for instance Islamic/un-Islamic, Iranian/euro-
pean, inside/outside, and to show them as simultaneously present forces in 
the Iranian context. In other words, the first step must be to deconstruct the 
spatial and historical positioning of the dual comparisons and then apply 
them to Iranian architectural history, in order to prepare the ground for its 
conceptual construction.

Why have poststructural theories been chosen as the framework for an 
analysis of the notion of difference? There are alternatives, for example, 
feminist or Marxist studies with their established disciplines in cultural 
studies, the Ibn Khaldūn social division, or, with their more ontological and 
general divisions, the Heideggerian difference between Being and beings or 
nietzsche’s Dionysian and Apollonian division. The political and specific 
directions of the first two represent radical steps which distance my investiga-
tion from its main target of a semi-philosophical examination of the nature 
and forms of difference in Iranian history and architectural historiography. 
The opposition which potentially arises from these notions may undermine 
the fundamental question of difference, which functions as the basis for 
further politically involved subjects of this sort. The Ibn Khaldūnian flux 
and influx between two models of society has been used,10 but not as a direct 
referential framework. Heidegger’s and nietzsche’s notions of difference, in 
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spite of the strong presence of the former in post-revolutionary Iran,11 and 
of the latter as a strong thematic division in classical Iranian literature,12 
do not direct references to social and historical analysis due to their mainly 
ontological directions. The interconnection between poststructural and 
structural theories, as in the case of Foucault and Deleuze, who are used in 
this research, provides an opportunity to move between deconstructive and 
constructive intentions and to use poststructural theories to break the estab-
lished spatial division, while simultaneously using them to form alternative 
categories. The seemingly eclectic structure of this book, moving between 
poststructural and structural theories and contemporary and Iranian classi-
cal literature, is, in itself, a strategy to challenge the established disciplines 
to permit alternative views. 

This book, rather than an exclusive debate on architecture, is a discussion 
through architecture. Architecture, arguably the most social art, is the major 
medium through which human beings make the surrounding world mean-
ingful. Historical buildings, those which have punctuated the ever-changing 
course of contemporary cities, bring history from the pages of the history 
books to public visibility. In this sense, to talk about architectural history is 
not to talk about one subject among others but about the representation of 
culture set in its contemporary being. To objectify architecture as an isolated 
discipline would eliminate it as the site of broader debates. nevertheless, 
this claim does not reject established art historical disciplines. While my 
aim is to use the notion of difference to look at Iranian architecture and 
architectural historiography, my broader intent is to analyse how Iranians 
have constructed their self-representation and understanding through his-
tory. Architecture is a channel to achieve this vision.

The book is divided into two sections. First, chapters 1 and 2 attempt to 
rearticulate the attributions of ‘Islamic’ and ‘Iranian’. These being the two 
main semantic referential frameworks – witness the commonly used term, 
‘Islamic Iranian architecture’ – the first stage in this investigation is to recon-
struct these frameworks as the basis for forthcoming analyses. The majority 
of the commonly accepted, but monotonic, narrations of these two terms 
do not open the field for discussion of the notion of difference in an Islamic 
Iranian context. Second, chapters 3, 4 and 5 deal directly with the notion 
of difference as a conceptual apparatus in Iranian architectural history. In 
chapter 3 the social space and the mosque – as a central space – are viewed 
through the dual categorisations of governmental and independent social 
body, central order and anarchy, organisation and community. As in other 
chapters, the duality between chess and backgammon is used as a medium 
for conceptual comparison. chapter 4 considers Foucault’s epistemic 
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division of history, with its focus on dual division, as a means to restruc-
ture Iranian architectural history. While this chapter aims to reconstruct 
epistemic categories, chapter 5 uses the Deleuzean notion of difference to 
try to explain the forms of connection between particulars and supposed 
general frameworks. looking at the architectural history of Iran from these 
two perspective generates first a process of de-construction and then of re-
construction and eventually arrives at new models of interpretation.

The modern constructed notion of ‘Islamic’ as an attribution, a process 
which transforms Islam from unconsciously conducting the patterns of soci-
ety to an Islam as a defined narration, reflects a subjective position while 
trying to play the role of an objective belief system. This paradoxical situa-
tion, which arises from the difficult task of carrying Islam into a transparent 
space of laws and regulations, highlights the fact that the homogenous space 
of a singular narration cannot re-articulate Islam anew. This unavoidable 
pluralism, although not easily acceptable, is the only possible way of trans-
lating Islam from a heterogeneous but consensual society to an individually 
based, organisationally structured new society. 

The goal of chapter 1 is to discuss these consequences. The chapter’s 
first section discusses the main themes and phenomena that constitute the 
notion of Islam. The second section seeks to clarify the modes of connec-
tion of so-called Islamic art to these different notions, and in conclusion 
a critique of three different groups who give a singular narration of this 
attribution is revisited. The last section considers the mosque and asks this 
question: ‘In what manner is the mosque as a major Islamic structure and 
institution Islamic?’

chapter 2 focuses on the forms of narration upon which the notion of 
Persianate or Iranism is based. In the first part, the argument deals with 
the relationship between notions of Iran and Islam and then the idea of 
Iran as land or people in the three different major phases of the Islamic era. 
The remainder of the chapter investigates the commonly accepted time-
based narrations of Persian architecture. The aim is to alternate the enclosed 
space of time-narrated identities with a spatial one and to give Persianate or 
Iranism a broader meaning. In this spatial view, Iranism is articulated as a 
particular pattern of regulating time and space rather than solely through 
ethnic origins, continuity or heritagism. While this form of narration loses 
certain particularities that can be achieved in time-based narration since 
this space narration can be claimed as a common pattern of many closed 
cultures unable to draw clear borders of distinction, it uproots national 
concerns from heritage and replants them as patterns of dealing with the 
surrounding world which transcend historical limits. Here for the first time, 
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dualism is used to break the monotonous line of enclosed narration and to 
reconstruct different forms through a comparison between images of chess 
and backgammon.

Two extreme and abstract views summarise the different views of social 
history and public space in Iranian Islamic cities. on the one hand, there 
are those who see a central power as confronting a formless mass of its sub-
jects. on the other, there are those who present a community-based public 
without links to a central organisation in different forms of lineage groups. 
chapter 3 sets out these dual and opposite – though simplistic – views as 
the basis by which to investigate the nature of public space in Islamic Ira-
nian cities. As the basis of analysis, the possible third option which emerges 
from these two opposite views is an appropriate ground on which to build 
a formal/social classification of Iranian mosques. This classification is not a 
morphological study but an effort to break the singular images and inter-
pretations of Iranian mosques and to prepare the ground for an alternative 
categorisation.

Semantically, an architectural historiography of Iran falls into abstract cat-
egories which do not open the field for the notion of change as the basis for 
sociopolitical classifications. The course of history becomes the mere ground 
for the objectification of these untimely concepts. To prepare the ground 
for the application of any theory, the first step is to show that the space on 
which these theories are based is not as homogenous as is assumed. ‘Heter-
ology’ is the key to showing how the simultaneous presence of oppositions 
builds the sociohistorical space of Islamic Iran. This is possible through the 
substitution of space for time as the medium of identity narration. In the 
next part, using the semiotics of Islamic Iranian art as an example, the aim is 
to show a particular way of talking about form and content in this context. 
In the last section, by using Foucault’s methodology of studying history in 
The Order of Things and The Archaeology of Knowledge, an epistemic spatial 
division of Iranian architectural history is suggested, in order to deconstruct 
the common notion of continuity in history and to create forms as the 
ground for application of theories. Importantly this step develops a spatio-
temporal division, rather than constructs a mere tool for periodisation.

Finally, chapter 5 works as an antithesis to the previous chapter. While 
the emphasis of chapter 4 was on a structural identity, this chapter focuses 
on particular identities inside general frameworks. The first section ques-
tions the notion of ‘style’ as an appropriate concept for constructing general 
frameworks for Iranian art and architecture. Through this questioning the 
aim is to understand the meaning of particularity in this context. The next 
section – on the formal language of Iranian architecture – examines these 
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ideas in practice. In parallel to other chapters which employ a duality, 
Deleuze and Guattari’s differentiation between nomos and polis (between war 
machine and state apparatus) is used to conceptualise alternative notions of 
individuality, structure, time, space and regulation. Through comparison 
with other types of Iranian art like music, these notions are applied to Ira-
nian architecture. Finally, these new frames of interpretation are applied to 
periodisation, regionalism and morphology as three main themes of archi-
tectural historiography. 

A Persian proverb says: ‘A madman throws a stone in a well which hun-
dreds of wise men cannot take out.’ Its aim is to emphasise the consequences 
of an act of madness. But (mis)reading it in reverse the proverb tells a dif-
ferent story. If it is only the efforts of wise men which are seen positively, it 
is only an act of madness which can make them move and realise that there 
are stones and wells in the way. It is sometimes just such acts – mindless 
and childish from institutionalised points of view – which show us that 
our kings are naked. While this book’s eschewal of the common patterns of 
disciplines might appear to be an act of madness, I hope it has the poten-
tial to inspire or even prepare others to pursue the problems of studying a 
subject like Iranian art and architecture. If the questions posed by this book 
cause others to pause and consider its methodology then it has succeeded, 
for this act of stopping and (re)thinking is potentially the most satisfactory 
outcome. 





chapter 1

ISlAM AS An ATTrIBUTIon

Introduction
expressions like ‘Islamic houses’ or ‘Islamic textiles’ are examples of phrases 
broadly used in academic literature. The adjective ‘Islamic’ is attributed 
approximately to cultural materials in their entirety, not only to indicate 
the geopolitical connection of objects to an Islam-governed territory, past or 
present, but also as an attribution to Islam. What does Islam have to do with 
the ordinary materials of Muslims’ lives? In other words: ‘How are these 
Islamic materials Islamic?’ Islam, or ‘surrender into God’s will’,1 not only 
as a religion but as a way of life,2 requests the submission of human life to 
God’s will and theoretically covers every aspect of life. What does this sup-
posed totalitarian inclusion bring to the material world of Islamic culture 
and how does it? Addressing this general question reveals the fundament 
that enables us to deal with the more specific question of why mosques in 
the Islamic world were built in the way they were.

Islam knows itself as the last religion in the chain of Abrahamic religions, 
yet there are nonetheless peculiarities which give Islamic culture an incom-
parable position in cultural material studies. one of these is the position of 
visual images in Islam. Functionally, the unnecessary use of any particular 
object to perform Islamic rituals, and the aniconic attitude of Muslims3 
empowered by Islam’s view of visual images, problematises the existence of 
any Islamic iconography. on the one hand, ‘Islamic tradition has not dis-
tinguished neatly between sacred and secular activities in general’;4 on the 
other, ‘the Islamic tradition has drawn an exclusively fine line between divine 
initiative and human effort … between visual imagery and transcendent 
reality to which they allude’.5 The attribution of ‘Islamic’ to visual materials 
is formed between these absolutisms of rejection and acceptance. rather 
than being the direct application of Islamic doctrines to visual images, any 
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‘Islamic’ attribution can only be applied through the investigation of the 
conducting principles Islam imposes through and on the everyday life of 
believers. From this point of view, the attribution of Islamic is contextual.6

Any approach to answering this question with regard to the adjective 
‘Islamic’ has a dual direction. on the one hand, what is sought is an ‘Islamic 
yardstick’7 that defines positions from which to judge visual images in regard 
to what is within the borders of Islamic and what lies beyond. on the other 
hand, the attempt is to define the spatio-temporal conducting patterns of 
Islam and to examine the sociopolitical process by which these outlines are 
applied in reality. These approaches have positives and negatives. The first 
view stands outside the real world of Islam and has a theological standpoint. 
The other looks at on the religious role with a diagrammatic nature8 and 
suggests that Islamisation happens through a contextualisation, at the end 
of which the product is not necessarily Islamic. This is the matter of Islam 
as ‘the ought’ to be and the ‘is’.9 The first view positions an Islam outside 
history,10 while the other fails to establish a rigid core in the process of Islam-
isation, for as in reality the outlines that represent the borders of Islamic 
ideals can be potentially surpassed.

Questioning the definition of Islamic attribution could simply lead to a 
subjective interpretation. on the one hand, the desire for a homogeneous 
entity of Islam, and on the other the plurality which real life breathed into 
historical Islam calls for an interpretation which includes both. Islam, like 
other religions of the world, ‘integrates a multiplicity into unity … to create 
a religious civilisation’.11 nevertheless, here the aim is to show how these 
different views were legitimated, how these differences were lived alongside, 
and how they materialised in the formative process of Islamic conceptions.

In searching for the islamic12 essence of the Islamic attribution, semanti-
cally, and from an art historical viewpoint as well, the issue of ‘what makes 
Islamic phenomena Islamic’ is fundamental, whether a Muslim seeks direc-
tion for her/his Islamic concerns or an art historian searches for a ‘formative 
Islam’. It is a basic request which should investigate the existence of a uni-
tary character in the material cultures of the Islamic world primarily, and 
thereafter investigate if Islam has been a formative feature in this unification, 
and if possible how. These questions have different dimensions depending 
on the question’s intent, be they purely art historical approach which seeks 
the semantics of Islamic art, to personal, ethical and sociopolitical concerns. 
In spite of a personal interest, the aim of this book is to find nevertheless a 
positive point of judgement.

As a first step, I outline the main blueprints of the Islamic worldview, 
that is, those which influence the formation of material culture, especially 
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visual images. In the second part of this chapter, different characteristics of 
Islamic art as shaped by these different factors are investigated. The aim of 
this chapter is to show how visual images reach a valuable position in the 
Islamic system. Finally, the goal is to suggest an answer to the question, ‘In 
what sense are Iranian mosques Islamic?’

The Emergence of Islam
Islam as a religion came into existence when the archangel Gabriel revealed 
God’s message to Muhammad, a 40-year-old man from the western lands of 
the Arabian Peninsula, praying in a cave in the mountains of Mecca. Gabriel 
ordered him to read: Muhammad was illiterate but Gabriel repeated:

read in the name of your lord who created
Who created man of a clot of blood.
read! Your lord is the most beneficent,
Who taught by pen,
Taught Man what he knew not.13

These statements became the first verses of a body of text – the Qur’ān, the 
very word of God – which was revealed to Mohammad who afterwards 
‘guided his life as the messenger (al-rasul) and Prophet (al-nabi) of Allah’.14

Mohammad did not immediately proclaim his message in public. Three 
years later he discussed his mission with a small group of his relatives. Soon 
after, the ‘Prophet preaching evoked strong opposition from Meccans,’15 
which finally lead him to emigrate to Medina through an agreement with 
the Medinans. This journey, in ad 622, is the starting point of the Muslim 
calendar. The Prophet established the community of Muslims in Medina 
with himself as their leader.

Mohammad was a businessman before his Prophecy, known as Amīn 
because of his honesty. He married Khadīje, whose caravan Mohammad 
was in charge of. now in Medina, he was in charge of a fast growing com-
munity, and also the army commander in battles between them and the 
Meccans and other protesters. His residential complex became the centre 
of the community as well as the place to perform Islamic rituals, mainly 
salāt or praying.16 First a businessman, then a prophet and now a politician, 
Mohammad embodied his religiosity in his everyday life.

Following the death of the Prophet, Abū Bakr, one of the closest compan-
ions of Prophet, was selected as the ‘commander of the Faithful’ and after 
him ‘omar, ‘othmān and ‘Ali.17 These four Islamic rulers, known as ‘caliphs 
in the age of the rāshidūn’, occupy an important place in the historical 
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consciousness of Sunni Muslims: ‘theirs was a transitional age from a simple 
community established by the Prophet to a major religious tradition that 
constituted an empire’.18

A disagreement about the successor of the Prophet led to two different 
beliefs about who was the legitimate Governor of the Islamic state, rep-
resented by the Shī’ah and the Sunni. During the fourth caliph and first 
Imam’s era, major sectarian conflicts started. Khārijites (literally ‘those who 
go out’) are the first sectarians in the history of Islam. The succession of 
the Umayyads and Abbasids as the caliphates of the Islamic world drew 
the conception of Islamic government into crisis. Different sects gradually 
emerged, with different ideas about Islamic government arising from the 
injustices of the Umayyads toward non-Arab Muslims, and the criticisms of 
Abbasids in regard to Islamic principles.

Before his demise, the Prophet stated in a Hadīth (one of the statements 
of the Prophet) that ‘I leave you two things and as long as you cling into 
them, you do not be misled’. These two things were the Qur’ān and his 
tradition,19 and this was the main motivation for Muslims to spend a great 
amount of energy in gathering the sources of tradition and attempting to 
derive the principles of Islam and the Islamic community from them. This 
movement became the starting point for the formation of Islamic law or 
Sharī’ah. Different methods of derivation lead to the emergence of different 
schools of law.

By the nature of its rituals and with its focus on community, Islam has a 
strong social dimension. Its fate is not only self-salvation in the other world 
but also creation of a living community under God’s wishes. From early on, 
Islam introduced social organisation based on Islamic mores as an inevitable 
part of its ideals. Sharī’ah or Islamic law helped Muslims to apply the con-
cepts of the Qur’ān and Sunnah (tradition) in the social context. In other 
words, Sharī’ah was the channel through which Islam as the religion became 
Islam as the culture.

Under the Abbasid caliphate Islam experienced a flourishing of science 
and philosophy, as well as literature and historiography in addition to the 
religious sciences. Baghdad and Khorāsān became centres in which Greek 
philosophy, the mystical ideas of the Gnostics, Indian medical science and 
Persian governance interacted. Islam cultivated the seeds of another system 
of thought in its soil: Sufism. While the focus of Sharī’ah was to establish 
a social structure on the basis of Islam, the efforts of Sufism or Gnosticism 
(Irfān) was to form a personal relationship between believers as Seekers and 
God as Sought. With its dependent institutions Sufism also had a consider-
able influence on the social movements of the Muslim community.
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Islam, with its sociopolitical aims to establish a community according to 
its principles, with its mystical viewpoint which seeks an individual connec-
tion to God, and with its co-existence of different branches of knowledge 
which do not necessarily share similar viewpoints, shows a historical exist-
ence more than an ideal reality outside its context. If the real islam exists 
outside the history of Islam, the reality of Islam shows a historical being.

Islamic Ideals and Realities
As the Qur’ān describes, Islam is not a new message but the last in a chain of 
revelations and Muhammad is the last prophet, from Adam to Jesus. Islam 
considers itself not as a religion, but as the religion or dīn al-fitrī, which is 
the very centre of different religions, especially Abrahamic ones. on this 
basis, this out-of-time concept of islam – different from Islam with capital 
‘I’ – is the core of human religiosity.

God is the ultimate reality – the Absolute – greater than any description 
(Allāh-u Akbar-u min al-Yūsaf). everything else is created and relative, thus 
incomparable to His Almightiness. Tuhīd, or the idea of God’s unity, is the 
central concept of the Qur’ān, and its application in the belief and behav-
iour of Muslims makes it the backbone of Islam. It is an unforgivable sin to 
share this ‘otherness’ with others. The confession of ‘There is no god but 
God’, and the acceptance of Muhammad as the messenger of God, is one 
of the five practical pillars of Islam,20 which is the key to membership of the 
Islamic community.

Man is part of the created world: God chose him as His representative 
on earth, and breathed His soul into him. He taught him all His names, 
a gift presented only to human beings. God offered his trust (Amānah) to 
the heavens and earth, they refused it but Man accepted it.21 God asked, 
‘Am I not your lord?’22 and Man answered, ‘Yes, we testify.’23 This promise 
brought with it the responsibility of bearing God’s trust for all humanity 
which he or she must fulfil while he or she is on earth. Accordingly Man 
enters history in order to fulfil His promises.

Man’s worldly life is a phase from God to God. This is the field where 
its fruit marks otherworldly destiny.24 God was like a hidden treasure and 
wanted to be known25 – the duty of Man – and this familiarity is achieved 
through knowledge, which is the affirmation of God’s unity. It is the confes-
sion that there is no reality besides God which is actualised only in practice. 
Ideally, nothing must fill the human’s heart other than God; this is Tuhīd. 
It is on this foundation that Islam as a religion comes to reality. The Qur’ān 
as the backbone and the Prophet’s Tradition or Sunnah as the flesh makes 
the body of the religion of Islam. Sharī’ah or Islamic law is no more than 
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the application of the Qur’ān’s doctrines and the prototype of tradition into 
different times and places. It is the law which tries to build a community 
according to divine wishes. In this social spirit, mysticism emerged to estab-
lish first a direct relationship between Man and God and second to maintain 
the inner core of faith. Historical Islam is the battlefield of these ideals and 
the real world.

The Qur’ān
The Qur’ān, ‘from the Arabic root “qara’a” (to read), or “qarana” (to gather 
or collect)’,26 is both the core and very source of Islam, and diagrammatically, 
the provocative element of all Islamic phenomena. As Muslims believe in 
Mohammad as the seal of Prophecy, the Qur’ān is also considered as ‘God’s 
final revelation to man’.27 ‘The basic élan of the Qur’ān is moral’,28 and its 
social and economical implications follow this élan.29 Belief in the uncreated-
ness (qadīm)30 of the Qur’ān and its inimitability (‘ijāz, which implies the 
miracle of the Qur’ān), both in form and content, mean that in the Islamic 
world the Qur’ān is not only the medium by which to convey the divine 
message but also the very message itself. For many Muslims, the Qur’ān is 
totalitarian in that it covers all human affairs, and timeless in its message.31

The Qur’ān is divided into different chapters (114 sūrihs) and verses (āyāt; 
the plural form of ayah means ‘signs’, ‘indications’ and ‘wonders’).32 It is also 
composed of 30 parts (juz’) and 120 components (hizb). ‘The arrangement 
of Qur’ān is neither chronological nor thematic.’33 The sūrihs are divided 
into two groups, Meccan and Medinan, according to their revelation, which 
differ in theme and tone as well as in length. Āyāt also have different occa-
sions of revelation, which is taken into account in the interpretations of the 
Qur’ān. In addition to their literal meanings, some of the ayāt have further 
connotations which cause them to be used in different contexts.34

Phenomenologically speaking, the Qur’ān assumes the same position as 
christ in christianity:35

The word of God in Islam is the Qur’ān; in christianity it is christ. 
The vehicle of the divine message in christianity is the Virgin Mary; 
in Islam is the soul of the Prophet. The Prophet must be unlettered 
for the same reason that the Virgin Mary must be virgin. The human 
vehicle of a divine message must be pure and untainted.36

‘The “objectivity” and the verbal character of the revelation’37 makes the 
Qur’ān more than a book for Muslims: it is the very word of God. This gives 
the Qur’ānic text a unique status in Islamic culture. Schuon writes:


